Pre-Design Meeting (Recommended) → Facility Plan WW 410 → Wastewater Treatment Facilities*
  → PER WW 411/450 450 incl. 460-520 → Plans & Specs WW 420/450 450 incl. 460-600
  → Lift Stations
    → PER WW 411/440 → Plans & Specs WW 420/440
    → P&S (Collection Pipe) WW 420/430
  → ** TFM WW 409 → OMM WW 425
    → Record Drawings WW 400.05.b
    → Final Inspection (If Required)
    → Lift Sanitary Restrictions If Applicable

Definitions:
FP Facility Plan (a.k.a. Master Plan or Facility Planning Study)
PER Preliminary Engineering Report
TFM Technical Financial and Managerial Documentation
OMM Operation & Maintenance Manual
P & S Plans and Specifications (reservoir, well, dist. system...)
PDC Pre-Design Conference

Notes:
* The Pre-Design Conference with DEQ is not required, however it is recommended by the Regional Office and helps outline the process and identify possible roadblocks.

** A TFM shall be submitted concurrently or prior to plans and specifications

Reuse facilities also must meet the requirements of the Recycled Water Rules IDAPA 58.01.17.
Submittals not stamped by an Idaho PE will be rejected

The Quality of the submittal can affect the review time and the number of revisions